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“Whoever said you can’t buy
happiness forgot little puppies.”
-Gene Hill

Big City
Observations:
PARTY BUS!
Brought to you by
Nathan “Invincible” Miller

Like most schools, SUNY Albany likes to party. In fact,
they party so hard around
here that they warn students
not to overcrowd houses so
they don’t fall down. Apparently this has happened
enough times to warrant telling everybody.
Anyway, the city bus service
has a number of lines that
connect to campus, shuttling
students around the area.
Most of the time it goes off
without a hitch. However,
come the weekend, all hell
breaks loose. Since campus
is on one end of town and
all the bars and big house
parties are on the other
side… well, you get the picture. PARTY BUS TIME!
At least that’s what I call it.
I’m not sure if they actually
have a name for the phenomena other than “mass
chaos.”
Basically what
you’ve got are thousands of
...see Paaartay! on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like the black market!

Sucrose Smelter!
By Olivia Zajac ~ Daily Bull

As some of you may have noticed this
weekend, there was a crazy fire at the
Smelter. Most people believe it was
arson and done on purpose. However,
I have the truth. Don’t believe any other
article about what happened (even
other Bull articles, and certainly not the
Lode). After a
further search
into the case,
this is what
was discovered: it was a
complete accident due to
gullibility.

not believe in this property.

Now, I had a good idea who the idiots
were who led to the fire. Let’s call them
Amanda and Gregg, for anonymity sake.
Now, Amanda is rather well known
within her circle of friends for lacking almost
all common
sense. And
Gregg is
known for
taking advantage of this
for his own
amusement.
There was a
Lef t behind
time he had
at the scene
actually hoswere the
pitalized her
char red rebecause he
Mmm... sweet sweet fire....
mains of what
had convinced
was once a chemical engineering polo. her that “Dihydrogen Oxide” was a
At the sight of this evidence, I could highly toxic substance and shouldn’t be
narrow down the criminal to my own ingested. She spent a few days in the
department. Not only were there the hospital due to extreme dehydration.
tattered remains of said shirt, but a
white, powdery substance. Hookers After some poking around in the baseand blow would be anyone’s first ment lab of the Chem Sci, as well as the
thought, but it smelled too sweet to second floor lab, I found another clue.
be blow. That’s when it hit me; large It was about one in the morning on a
quantities of powdered sugar in the air Saturday night, and there were study
will explode. It was then that I made materials scattered all over the floor,
my other assumption. Someone did
...see Smelter Smelting Smelters on back
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and an MSDS for sucrose. Clearly,
Amanda had been tricked by Gregg
that she had a lab or an exam on
Monday, and she had been hitting the
books all weekend. But what led her
out to the Smelter with a huge freakin’
amount of powder sugar? Gregg was
the culprit, and I needed to find him.
Knowing that he worked for the
school and all, I hit the dorms in
search of this clearly insane individual.
After extensive searching, I finally
found him somewhere within the
depths of Wads. He spotted me, and,
to my surprise, didn’t run. “Did you
see what I got Amanda to do? I told
her that if you threw a giant bag of
powdered sucrose in the air, that as
it started to spread out, it’d turn into
a glittery rainbow. And she believed
me!” Gregg than began to rofl, and I
called the authorities to take him away
for being a douchesy friend. And
that, my friends, is the truth. Maybe
it was Gregg and Amanda’s fault that
the EERC tree is gone, too…
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French MEP Coins New Economic Term
By Jon “Big-O” Mahan ~ Daily Bull

Following a gaff by a French MEP in
an interview this week, the new term
for inflation, fellation, has caught on
among the younger crowd. Many attribute this to the fact that the word
is simply funny. It
sounds like fellatio.
With an N.

the term from becoming popular,
but with little sucess. Within such
a short time, studies show that on
average, high school aged students
use the term with 21% predominance. College students at 30% and
grad students at
15%. The trend is
expected to continue with 100% or
more usage by the
end of the week.

However, despite
the seeming vulgarity of the word,
many linguists have
found the term to
The US is already
be quite approapologizing greatpriate. “For years
ly to the French
now, we’ve been
MEP, thinking she
using the term quite
would be emfrequently with the
barassed by such
word inflation. For
an event. Howinstance ‘I’m just getever, she seems
ting blown by this
to have taken it in
inflation!’ has been
good taste. She
quite common with
said she was just
the high rates we’ve
been suffering in the If this is Money, then I love Fellation! happy to provide
some enter tainunited states. With
this new combined and French ment for people in times with such
term, we now have a way of saying fellation. Some linguists beleive that
just that, but shorter. It is instead now within years the term will be more or
‘Man, this market is giving me one less extinct. Still others assume it to
hell of a fellation’ or something simi- catch on and go into the dictionary.
lar.” a leading linguist told The Bull. Whatever the case might be, we can
always still laugh as we’re reminded
In either case, teachers across the of oral sex now everytime someone
country are trying frantically to stop mispronounces inflation.

TO SMOOTHIES...
AND BEYOND!

Monday - Friday
8 am - 4 pm
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kids who all want to get their drink on
all at the same time, and the only way
to do that is to get on the bus. The
bus, unfortunately, can’t hold a hundred people at once, no matter how
much you squish. Yet try they do.

My favorite part of riding the party bus
is teaching drunks new things. Often
it’s just my interesting life story (grew
up in PA, undergrad in MI, live in TX)
or what the heck urban planning is.
I’ve taught many about the Eye of Ra,
and most recently a guy about the
I’ve had the unfortunate luck of riding word tessellate. As in, “we totally just
the party
tessellated
bus a few
our way
times on
onto the
my
way
bus!” He
home, and
then went
it’s quite
on to tell
the experihis brothence. First
er
and
off, I’ve offriends
ten wound
b a c k
up waiting
h o m e ,
multiple
who will
buses to
undoubtget
my
edly pass
chance at
it on to
Now this is a party bus. Stripper Pole!
hopping on
their
drunk
and even then I’ve had some close friends. I started a trend!
calls. I have twice been the last one
on the bus, a lucky streak I hope not On the bright side, there are typically
to continue. On the other hand, I’m more girls on the bus than guys, which
always the last one off, since every- is a welcome change to the sausage
body jumps out at the exact same fests at Tech. This and the fact that
stop in the student ghetto.
there are more people on a single
party bus than at most Tech house
The drivers especially appreciate parties means that if we weren’t
sober humor during these stressful jammed in like a Japanese subway, it
times. I complimented one on his ex- wouldn’t be a bad time at all.
pert timing for red lights as he gunned
it just as it turns green. People puking What we need here are those articuon the bus? “If it’s bad, we’ll have to lated buses for more breathing room.
get a bus change.” I tell him it’s only Or even better: a standing room only
under the seats, to which he shrugs bus with drop down disco balls and
and drives on. Definitely not worth strobes to really give it that authentic
the hassle of switching!
party feel. Now that’s mass transit I
think we can all agree on.

Holy Canole Batman, can I be in the Daily Bull too? Yup! You
sure can! All you have to do is join us in FISHER 126 at 9:15
on Wednesday. It’s THAT EASY!
Got committment issues? Then just email a guest article to
Bull@mtu.edu!

